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Abstract

Swarm intelligence refers to complex behaviors that arise from very simple individual behaviors and interac-
tions, which is often observed in nature, especially among social insects suchas ants. Although each individual
(an ant) has little intelligence and simply follows basic rules using local information obtained from the environ-
ment, such as ant’s pheromone trail laying and following behavior, globally optimized behaviors, such as finding
a shortest path,emergewhen they work collectively as a group. In this paper, we apply this biologically inspired
metaphor to the multicast routing problem in mobile ad hoc networks.Our proposed multicast protocol adapts a
core-based approach which establishes multicast connectivity among members through a designated node (core).
An initial multicast connection can be rapidly setup by having the core flood the network with an announcement
so that nodes on the reverse paths to the core will be requested by groupmembers to serve as forwarding nodes. In
addition, each member who is not the core periodically deploys a small packet that behaves like an ant tooppor-
tunisticallyexplore different paths to the core. This exploration mechanism enables the protocol to discover new
forwarding nodes that yield lower total forwarding costs, where cost isabstract and can be used to represent any
metric to suit the application. Simulations have been conducted to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
approach and to compare it with certain existing multicast protocols.

Keywords: Ad hoc networks, multicast routing, swarm intelligence�This work is supported in part by National Science Foundation under grant ANI-0240398.
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1 Introduction

Mobile wireless ad hoc networks consist of mobile nodes thatautonomously establish connectivity via multihop
wireless communications. Without relying on any existing,pre-configured network infrastructure or centralized
control, they are useful in many situations where impromptucommunication facilities are required, such as battle-
field communications and disaster relief missions. In many applications, nodes are likely to collaborate to achieve
common goals and are expected to communicate as a group rather than as pairs of individuals (point-to-point). For in-
stance, soldiers roaming in the battlefield may need to keep listening to their group commander (point-to-multipoint),
or a group of commanders exchange current mission scenarioswith one another (multipoint-to-multipoint). There-
fore, multicast communication serves as one critical operation to support these applications.

Many different multicast protocols have been proposed for ad hoc networks. Some protocols are based on
constructing atreespanning all the group members. A node then accepts packets only when they are coming from
another node with which a tree branch has been established. However, since there is only a single path between a
pair of sender and receiver, the scheme is vulnerable to network dynamics. Consequently, several protocols aim to
construct ameshthat allows data packets to be transmitted over more than onepath from a sender to a receiver to
increase robustness at the price of redundancy in data transmission. Multicast protocols can also be classified by how
multicast connectivity is established and maintained. In asource-based approach, a tree or a mesh is constructed per
multicast sender, where the construction process is often initiated by the sender. While in a group-shared tree/mesh
approach, a single multicast connection is shared by all senders of the same group. One common technique used
in this approach is to assign a node, known as therendezvous pointor thecore [2], to accept join requests from
members. The multicast connection then consists of shortest paths from the core to each of the members.

In this paper, we propose a novel multicast routing protocolfor mobile ad hoc networks that adopts swarm
intelligence to reduce the number of nodes used to establishmulticast connectivity. We name the protocolMulticast
for Ad hoc Networks with Swarm Intelligenceor MANSIfor short. Swarm intelligence refers to complex behaviors
that arise from very simple individual behaviors and interactions, which is often observed in nature, especially among
social insects such as ants and honeybees. Although each individual (for instance, an ant) has little intelligence and
simply follows basic rules using local information obtained from the environment, global optimization objectives1

emergewhen they work collectively as a group. Similarly, MANSI utilizes small control packets equivalent to ants
in the physical world. These packets, traveling like biological ants, deposit control information at nodes they visit,
similar to the way ants laying pheromone trails. This information, in turn, affects the behavior of other ant packets.
With this form of indirect communication (known asstigmergy), the deployment of ant-like packets resembles an
adaptive distributed control systemthat evolves itself to a more efficient state, accommodatingthe current condition
of the environment.

For each multicast group, MANSI determines a set of intermediate nodes, forming aforwarding set, that connect
all the group members together and are shared among all the group senders. By adopting a core-based approach,
the forwarding set is initially formed by nodes that are on the shortest paths between the core and the other group
members, where the core may be one of the group members or senders. In addition, during the lifetime of the
multicast session (i.e., when there is at least one active sender), the forwarding set willevolve, by means of swarm
intelligence, over time into states that yield lower cost, which is expressed in terms of total cost of all the nodes in
the forwarding set. This evolving, including exploring andlearning, mechanism differentiates MANSI from other
existing ad hoc multicast routing protocols. Since a node’scost is abstract and may be defined to represent different

1An example of these is that ants often find a shortest path fromtheir nest to the food source
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Figure 1: Examples of multicast connectivity among three group members: (a) a forwarding set of six nodes formed
by shortest paths from the core to the other two members, and (b) another forwarding set whenA partially shares
the same path to the core withB, which results in more efficient data packet forwarding

metrics, MANSI can be applied to many variations of multicast routing problems for ad hoc networks such as load
balancing, secure routing, and energy conservation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe the motivation and overview of the MANSI
protocol in the next section. Section 3 explains the protocol in details. Simulation results are then presented and
discussed in Section 4. Related works are reviewed in Section 5. And Section 6 concludes the paper with future
research efforts.

2 Overview of MANSI

MANSI is an on-demand multicast routing protocol that creates a multicast connection among group members by
determining a set of intermediate nodes that serve as forwarding nodes. This set, called a forwarding set, is shared
among all the senders of the group. The protocol exploits a core-based technique where each member joins the
group via the core node in order to establish a connection with the other group members. Unlike the core-based tree
(CBT) protocol [2], however, the core of each group is not statically assigned to a particular node in the network
and is not known in advance by the members. Instead, the first member who becomes an active source (i.e., starts
sending data to the group) takes the role of the core and announces its existence to the others by flooding the network
with a CORE ANNOUNCEpacket. Each member node then relies on this announcement toreactively establish initial
connectivity by sending a JOIN REQUESTback to the core via the reverse path. Nodes who receive a JOIN REQUEST

addressed to themselves become forwarding nodes of the group and are responsible for accepting and rebroadcasting
non-duplicated data packets, regardless of which node the packets were received from. Therefore, MANSI does not
rely on any unicast routing protocol. To maintain connectivity and allow new members to join, the core floods CORE

ANNOUNCE periodically as long as there are more data to be sent. As a result, these forwarding nodes form a
mesh structure that connects the group members together, while the core serves as a focal point for forwarding set
creation and maintenance. Since this process is performed only when there is an active source sending data to the
group, we do not waste valuable network bandwidth to unnecessarily maintain group connectivity in such dynamic
environments.
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Table 1: A few variations of the multicast routing problem and how each node would compute its cost in MANSI

Problem Cost calculation per node
Load balancing Current traffic load or the current queue size
Power-aware routing Node’s transmission power
Energy conservation Inverse of the remaining energy of the node
Secure routing Security risk of the area the node is located in

Core
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D
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(2)
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E

F
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Figure 2: Behavior of forward and backward ants: (1) a FORWARD ANT deployed from the memberA choosingC
as the next hop and encountering a forwarding nodeD, and (2) atD, the FORWARD ANT becoming a BACKWARD

ANT and following the reverse path back toA while depositing pheromone along the way

Similar to other core-based protocols, this process creates a forwarding set consisting of all the intermediate
nodes on the paths on which CORE ANNOUNCEs are accepted and forwarded from the core to the other members,
which are often shortest paths, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). However, group connectivity can be made more efficient
by havingA choose another path that is partially shared byB to reduce the size of the forwarding set, as shown in
Figure 1(b), which lowers the total cost of forwarding data packets. Note that the cost is considered on a per-node
basis, not per-link, due to the fact that wireless communication is broadcast in nature (i.e., a single data packet
broadcast by a node is expected to arrive at all of its immediate neighbors in one transmission). In general, the cost
of the forwarding set does not always reflect the number of nodes in the set. Instead, the cost associated with each
node can represent different measurements, depending on the desired properties of the forwarding set. For instance,
if we aim to reduce the number of nodes in the forwarding set for efficient data forwarding, the cost associated with
each node could be one. Table 1 lists a few more examples of what node cost would represent when MANSI is
applied to other variations of the multicast routing problem in wireless ad hoc networks.

We adopt the swarm intelligence metaphor to allow nodes to learn a better multicast connection that yields
a lower (total) forwarding cost. Each member who is not the core periodically deploys a small packet, called a
FORWARD ANT, thatopportunisticallyexplores different, and hopefully better paths toward the core. This exploring
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Figure 3: An example illustrating how heights are assigned to forwarding nodes used by the members with IDs 3, 6
and 8

process is illustrated in Figure 2. If a FORWARD ANT arrives at a node who is currently serving as a forwarding node
for the group (nodeD in this case), it turns itself into a BACKWARD ANT and travels back to its originator via the
reverse path. When the BACKWARD ANT arrives at each intermediate node, it estimates the cost of having the node
it is currently at join the forwarding set via the forwardingnode it previously found. The computed cost, as well as
a pheromone amount that is inversely proportional to the cost, are updated on the node’s local data structure. These
pheromone amounts are then used by subsequent FORWARD ANTs that arrive at this node to make a decision which
node they will travel to next, similar to how pheromone is used by biological ants. Let us consider the same example
shown in Figure 2, when the BACKWARD ANT leavesD and arrives atC, the cost of havingC join the forwarding
set viaD is zero sinceD is already a forwarding node and is directly connected toC. When the ant comes back toA, the cost of havingA join the forwarding set viaD is the same as the cost associated withC becauseC would
be required to become a forwarding node to allowA to join the group viaD. If A sees that the pheromone amount
on the link toC becomes the highest among links to all neighboring nodes, itwill switch to join the group viaC by
sending a JOIN REQUEST to C. Consequently,C will become a forwarding node, whileE, F , andG will remove
themselves from the forwarding set (since they no longer hear requests fromA), which is similar to the connectivity
shown in Figure 1(b).

To prevent the race condition where members attempt to establish group connectivity via one another’s for-
warding path and nobody remains connected to the core, each forwarding node is associated with aheightwhich is
identical to the highest ID of the nodes that use it to connectto the core. In addition, the core has its height set to
infinity. Figure 3 shows an example illustrating how heightsare assigned to forwarding nodes. A FORWARD ANT

must stop and turn into a BACKWARD ANT only when it encounters a forwarding node whose height is higher than
the ID of the member who originated the ant. That means a member is allowed to connect to the core via an existing
path that belongs to another member with a higher ID, but not vice versa, to assure that the core, whose height is
always the highest, will eventually be connected to all the other members.

By following these simple rules, a majority of FORWARD ANTs from each member will choose a path that con-
nects to an existing forwarding node with a smaller total path cost. Nodes on this path are then used to forward
multicast data packets, resulting in a lower data forwarding cost. This exploring and learning mechanism enables
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MANSI to learn a better forwarding set for each group, depending on how node cost is defined, as well as differen-
tiates MANSI from other existing ad hoc multicast routing protocols. Note that, by doing so, MANSI attempts to
evolve multicast connectivity into states that yield lowercost. It, however, does not guarantee that minimum-cost
connectivity can be achieved.

3 MANSI Protocol Description

This section explains the operations of MANSI in details.

3.1 Local Data Structures

Each node in the network is assigned a unique ID. A node with a unique IDi maintains a list of neighboring nodes,ntab(i), obtained via a neighbor discovery protocol such as periodic hello messaging. The node cost associated withi is denoted bycost(i), wherecost(i) � 0, which should be appropriately defined to reflect the performance metric
subject to minimization. In addition, for each multicast groupg, MANSI maintains the following data structures at
each nodei.� Join table: maintains a list of nodes that have requested to join a multicast group via nodei. The join table

of nodei for multicast groupg is denoted byjoing(i). This table is updated wheni hears a JOIN REQUEST

packet intended to itself. Each entry injoing(i) is of the formhr; hri, wherer is a requesting node’s ID andhr is its height (as described in Section 2) that it has sent along with its JOIN REQUEST. The join table is
initially empty for each node. The nodei becomes a forwarding node of the groupg as long asjoing(i) 6= �.
When a neighborj is removed fromntab(i) due to a link failure,i will remove all the corresponding entrieshj; hji from all the join tables.� Core ID: denoted bycoreg(i) to indicate the current core of groupg. coreg(i) is initially set toINVALID ADDRESS.� Core sequence number: keeps track of the latest COREANNOUNCE’s sequence number, denoted byseqNog(i),
and initially set to zero.� Height: represents the height ofi if it is currently a member or a forwarding node of the groupg, defined as:heightg(i) = 8<: 1 if i = coreg(i)maxfi;maxfhr j hr; hri 2 joing(i)gg if i is a member of groupgmaxfhr j hr; hri 2 joing(i)g otherwise.

(1)

As described in Section 2, the height ofi is the highest ID of the nodes, includingi itself if it is a member,
that are usingi to connect to the core, and the core has an infinite height.� Pheromone table: maps neighboring nodes and heights to pheromone intensities. For nodei, the pheromone
intensity associated to the heighth of the link (i; j) for the multicast groupg is denoted by�g(i; j; h), where0 � �g(i; j; h) � 1. This table is initially empty. Similar to maintaining the join table, if a neighborj is
removed fromntab(i), all entries�g(i; j; h);8g; h are removed as well. The maximum pheromone intensity
of one is defined to prevent pheromone trails from being overly intensified, which, therefore, gives ants enough
probabilities to explore different paths in a timely manner.
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� Best cost table: keeps track of how close nodei thinks it is to forwarding nodes of certain heights in terms of
path costs. The cost of the best path to any forwarding node ofheighth for groupg that i has seen so far is
represented bybestCostg(i; h). This best cost information is used to determine whether a BACKWARD ANT

has returned from a good path or a bad path. Initially, this table is also empty.

3.2 Forwarding Set Initialization

Since MANSI is a reactive protocol, it does not send any control packet out (except hello packets for neighbor
discovery) when there is no active source of multicast traffic. When a memberc of a groupg has data to send and it
sees that the core does not exist for the group yet (i.e.,coreg(c) = INVALID ADDRESS), it setscoreg(c) to its own
ID and floods the network with a CORE ANNOUNCE packet to announce that it is becoming the core. The CORE

ANNOUNCE contains the node ID,c, the multicast group ID,g, a sequence number, and a cost which is initially set
to zero, as shown in Figure 5. Upon receiving this CORE ANNOUNCE, each nodei discards the packet if it has seen
an announcement from the same node with the same sequence number before, or ifcoreg(i) > c. This is to assure
that duplicate CORE ANNOUNCEs will not be processed, and only one CORE ANNOUNCE is allowed to be flooded
if more than one node are attempting to become the core and flooding their CORE ANNOUNCEs simultaneously.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of how nodei processes a CORE ANNOUNCE packet. If the conditions are
satisfied,i sets itscoreg(i) to c, increases the packet’s cost field by its own cost, then rebroadcasts the packet.
In addition, i updates the best cost table, as well as the pheromone amount corresponding to the height1 (i.e.,
the core’s height) and the neighbor from which the CORE ANNOUNCE was received, by invoking the procedure
UpdatePheromoneAndCostshown in Algorithm 2. The operations of Algorithm 2 will be explained later in details.

For every nodei, coreg(i) is reset back toINVALID ADDRESSif it has not heard any CORE ANNOUNCEwithin
the ANNOUNCEINTERVALtime period. The core nodec also keeps sending out an announcement packet for
groupg everyANNOUNCEINTERVALtime period as long ascoreg(c) = c and it had at least one data packet for
the group to send within the lastANNOUNCEINTERVALtime period.

As long as a member or a current forwarding nodei of groupg keeps hearing CORE ANNOUNCE from the core
node, i.e.,coreg(i) 6= INVALID ADDRESS, it periodically broadcasts a JOIN REQUESTpacket to its neighbors. The
JOIN REQUESTpacket contains an entryhg; k; heightg(i)i, wherek is defined as:k = argmaxn2ntab(i) Xh>heightg(i) �g(i; n; h)bestCostg(i; h) + 1 : (2)

The above formula implies that nodei who is willing to join a group should send a request to a neighbor whose
goodness was recently confirmed by BACKWARD ANTs (i.e., having high pheromone intensity) and also potentially
yields the lowest joining cost. In addition, nodei only takes into account the best cost information and pheromone
intensities of heights greater than its own height since it is not allowed to connect to an existing forwarding node of
a smaller height, as discussed in Section 2. At this moment, however, no actual ant packets are involved and each
node has only one entry, whose height is1 (i.e., the core’s height), in each of its best cost table and pheromone
table. In other words, each node has just enough informationto establish a connection directly to the core via the
reverse path. As a result, the initial forwarding set generally consists of all the nodes that are on the (often times,
shortest) paths on which the CORE ANNOUNCEare forwarded to the members. Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) illustrate
the forwarding set initialization process.

If i is a member or a forwarding node belonging to more than one group, it can combine multiple join entries
into a single JOIN REQUEST packet, as shown in Figure 6. When a nodej receives a JOIN REQUEST from i and
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Figure 4: Sample network snapshots illustrating the operations of MANSI: (a) network setup with three members:
nodes 1 (lower-left), 47 (upper-right), and 50 (upper-left), where node 1 is the core, (b) dissemination of CORE

ANNOUNCE indicated by arrows, (c) initial multicast connectivity using reverse paths to the core, resulting in a
forwarding set of ten nodes (shown in gray), and (d) forwarding set of four nodes learned by ants later in time
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group coreId seqNo cost

Figure 5: CORE ANNOUNCE packet format

group1 nextHop1 height1 : : : groupn nextHopn heightn
Figure 6: JOIN REQUESTpacket format

Algorithm 1 Nodei processing a CORE ANNOUNCE packet
1: Input:
2: announce incoming CORE ANNOUNCE

3: lastHop the node from whichannounce was received

4: Begin:
5: g  announce:group
6: if coreIdg(i) = INVALID ADDRESS

OR coreIdg(i) � announce:core
ORseqNog(i) � announce:seqNo then

7: Update local information:coreIdg(i) announce:coreIdseqNog(i) announce:seqNo
8: InvokeUpdatePheromoneAndCostg (lastHop;1; announce:cost; TRUE)
9: Update cost in the announcement packet:announce:cost announce:cost+ cost(i)

10: Rebroadcastannounce
11: end if
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Algorithm 2 ProcedureUpdatePheromoneAndCostg (next; height; cost; detF lag) executed by nodei
1: Parameters:
2: next neighbor ID indicating which pheromone table entry to be updated
3: height height associated with this update
4: cost cost of joining the groupg at a forwarding node of heightheight via next
5: detF lag  flag indicating whether this update is deterministic

6: Begin:
7: if �g(i; next; height) is not definedthen
8: �g(i; next; height)  0
9: end if

10: if detF lag = TRUE then
11: bestCostg(i; height)  cost
12: �g(i; next; height)  �g(i; next; height) + 12(1+cost)
13: else
14: if bestCostg(i; height) is not defined ORcost < bestCostg(i; height) then
15: bestCostg(i; height)  cost
16: �g(i; next; height)  1 /* set intensity to max */
17: else
18: �g(i; next; height)  �g(i; next; height) + 11+cost
19: end if
20: end if

21: �g(i; next; height)  minf�g(i; next; height); 1)g /* pheromone intensity is at most one */
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group height f exLimit d cost costLimit visitedNodes
Figure 7: Ant packet format used by both FORWARD ANT and BACKWARD ANT

sees that its ID is in the packet, it realizes that it should become a forwarding node for the groupg. It then inserts
the sender’s ID and height in its join tablejoing(j) and broadcasts its own JOIN REQUESTcontaining the ID of the
next hop obtained by the same formula above. Therefore, requests made by members will eventually be propagated
to the core, thus creating multicast connectivity among allthe members. On the other hand, if nodej hears a JOIN

REQUEST from i again without its ID, ori is removed fromntab(j) by neighbor discovery due to a link failure, it
removesi from its join table. Each nodei remains to serve as a forwarding node for groupg as long asjoing(i) is
not empty.

3.3 Forwarding Set Evolution

Once the initial forwarding set is formed, each group memberwho is not the core attempts to learn a better connection
to the core, in order to minimize the overall cost of the forwarding set, by deploying a FORWARD ANT every
ANT INTERVALtime period. A FORWARD ANT packet deployed by memberi for multicast groupg, whose format
is shown in Figure 7, contains the following fields:� group: multicast group ID� height: height of the forwarding node found by this ant. This field isused only after this ant has been turned

to a BACKWARD ANT.� f : forwarding flag indicating whether this ant is a FORWARD ANT or a BACKWARD ANT (since they share
the same structure). Sincei is deploying a FORWARD ANT, this flag is set toTRUE.� exLimit: the number of times the ant is allowed to probabilisticallypick a next hop that is not the current best
one in order to prevent it from aimlessly traversing the network. This field is initially set toEXPLORELIMIT
and decrements every time the ant makes a decision on a next hop probabilistically, instead of deterministically
choosing the next hop given by (2).� d: deterministic flag indicating whether the ant should always follow the current best path in order to obtain
the actual current cost for the best cost table. The reason for using deterministic ants is that costs in the best
cost table may no longer reflect the actual costs due to node mobility, dynamics of nodes’ costs, or dynamics
of the forwarding set itself. If this flag is set, theexLimit field is always ignored. Every other ant deployed
by each member is deterministic.� cost: the total cost of the nodes this ant has visited, initially set to zero.� costLimit: the cost limit of the path that the ant is allowed to traverses after leaving its originator. This field
is used in conjunction with thecost field to prevent the ant from traversing forward after the accumulated
cost exceeds the limit. Usually this limit is set tominh>i bestCostg(i; h), the lowest known cost to a current
forwarding node of groupg thati is allowed to connect to, plus some threshold. By this way, the ant can stop
proceeding once it is certain that it will not find any better path than what its originator currently has. This
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cost limit is ignored if the ant is deterministic since its goal is not to find a better cost, but to find the actual
current best cost.� visitedNodes: the set of nodes visited by the ant, initially set tofig.

Algorithm 3 ProcedureReleaseForwardAntg(fant) executed by nodei
1: Parameter:
2: fant a FORWARD ANT to be released

3: Begin:
4: Compute a desirability,dn, for noden; n 2 ntab(i) from summations of only entries whose heights are higher

thanfant:height in the main pheromone table:dn = 8><>: 0 if n 2 fant:visitedNodes1 +Ph>fant:height �g(i;n;h)bestCostg(i;h)+1 if �g(i; n; h) exists1 otherwise.

(3)

5: if 8n; dn = 0 then
6: return /* ant has no place to go */
7: end if
8: If fant is not deterministic (fant:d = FALSE) and it is allowed to explore (fant:exLimit > 0), with

probability 0.5,fant decides to randomly choose a next hopn, where the probably of choosingn depends on
its desirability as follows: Prob(n) = dnPk2ntab(i) dk (4)fant:exLimit fant:exLimit� 1 /* ant just performs one more exploration */

9: Otherwise, the next hop is set to the one whose desirability is maximum:n argmaxk2ntab(i) dk
10: appendn to fant:visitedNodes and broadcastfant

A node deploying a FORWARD ANT invokes the procedureReleaseForwardAntdescribed in Algorithm 3 to find
the next hop that the ant will travel to. A desirability, defined in (3), is computed for each the neighboring nodes
by giving higher values to neighbors that have higher pheromone intensities and potentially yield lower costs to
connect to an existing forwarding node. On the other hand, zero desirability is given to all the nodes that have been
visited before. If the ant is not deterministic and is still allowed to explore, these desirabilities are then normalized
to obtain a probability of choosing each of the neighboring nodes. Otherwise the neighbor node that gives the
maximum desirability is chosen, which has the same effect asusing (2) except that it excludes all the nodes in thevisitedNodes field. Once a next hop is chosen, its ID is appended to the end ofvisitedNodes and the ant is
broadcast.

When a nodej receives a FORWARD ANT, it checks if its ID matches the ID at the end of the ant’svisitedNodes
field. If not, the ant is discarded. Otherwise,j knows that this ant is intended to itself and accepts it. Algorithm 4
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Algorithm 4 Nodei processing a FORWARD ANT packet
1: Input:
2: fant incoming FORWARD ANT

3: Begin:
4: if i = last entry infant:visitedNodes then
5: g  fant:group
6: if joing(i) 6= � AND fant:visitedNodes[0] < heightg(i) then
7: Convertfant to a BACKWARD ANTfant:cost 0fant:height heightg(i)fant:f  FALSE
8: Remove last entry fromfant:visitedNodes and broadcastfant
9: else

10: fant:cost fant:cost+ cost(i)
11: if fant:cost < fant:costLimit ORfant:d = TRUE then
12: InvokeReleaseForwardAntg(fant)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end if

shows how a FORWARD ANT is processed. First,j checks if it is currently a forwarding node of the group and its
height is higher than the ID of the ant’s originator. If so,j realizes that the member who deployed the ant is eligible
to join the group viaj itself. This ant is then turned into a BACKWARD ANT by resetting itsf flag. Its cost is then
reset to zero in order to start computing the total cost on theway back, and itsheight field is set toj’s height. The
last entry of itsvisitedNodes is removed in order to send this ant back to the previous hop.

If the condition is not satisfied to convert the ant to a BACKWARD ANT, j increases the ant’scost field by its
own costcost(j). It then invokes the procedureReleaseForwardAntto forward the ant to a next hop, if the updated
cost does not exceed the limit or the ant is deterministic.

When a nodek hears a BACKWARD ANT from j, it invokes the procedureUpdatePheromoneAndCost, described
in Algorithm 2, which updates the entries ink’s pheromone and best cost tables in accordance withj and theheight
field. If the ant is deterministic, the cost that it carries back is the actual cost of the path its originator is currently
using to join the group. Therefore, the best cost corresponding to theheight field is updated to this value. If the ant
is not deterministic, however, the best cost is updated onlywhen it is higher than the returned cost, which means that
the ant has found a better path to join the group from this node. The pheromone intensity on this link is also updated
to the maximum in order to encourage subsequent FORWARD ANTs to use the same link, as well as to redirect
join request to this link instead. If the ant comes back with ahigher cost, a pheromone amount of1=(1 + cost)
is added instead. In case of deterministic ant, the added amount is reduced by half since this link already has
the highest pheromone intensity as it has just been chosen bya deterministic FORWARD ANT. Note that we have
mentioned this procedure before when we explained how a nodeuses it while processing a CORE ANNOUNCE (line
8 of Algorithm 1). This is because a CORE ANNOUNCE more or less serves as a deterministic BACKWARD ANT

returning from the core.
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Algorithm 5 Nodei processing a BACKWARD ANT packet
1: Input:
2: bant incoming BACKWARD ANT

3: lastHop the node from whichbant was received

4: Begin:
5: g  fant:group
6: InvokeUpdatePheromoneAndCostg (lastHop; bant:height; bant:cost; bant:d)
7: if i = last entry infant:visitedNodes then
8: Remove the last entry frombant:visitedNodes
9: if bant:visitedNodes 6= � then

10: bant:cost bant:cost+ cost(i)
11: broadcastbant
12: end if
13: end if

After updating the pheromone and the best cost tables,k checks if the BACKWARD ANT was intended to itself
by examining the last entry in thevisitedNodes field. If its ID matches, it adds its cost into thecost field, removes
the last entry fromvisitedNodes, and rebroadcasts as long as there is at least one entry left in visitedNodes.
Algorithm 5 presents the pseudo code of how a node processes aBACKWARD ANT.

Similar to pheromone evaporation of biological ants, each nodei updates all the entries�g(i; j; h) in its pheromone
table by reducing their values byDECAYINGFACTORat everyDECAYINTERVALtime period:�g(i; j; h) = (1� DECAYINGFACTOR)� �g(i; j; h); (5)

where0 < DECAYINGFACTOR< 1.
By probabilistically selecting next hops, the majority of the FORWARD ANTs will choose paths with high

pheromone intensity, while some of them may explore totallydifferent new paths. If a BACKWARD ANT comes
back with a better cost on a new branch, the pheromone amount on that branch will be increased significantly. As
a result, a change in multicast connectivity (i.e., forwarding set) is triggered due to the periodic broadcast of JOIN

REQUESTpackets, as illustrated in Figure 4(d).
MANSI also takes advantage of broadcast nature of wireless communication to speed up the learning process

as follows. When a nodei overhears a JOIN REQUEST for groupg from j but not intended to itself, it invokes
UpdatePheromoneAndCostg (j; hj ; 0; TRUE), wherehj is the height thatj reports in its JOIN REQUEST. This
implies thati could join the group viaj with no cost, given that its height is less thanhj . However, a drawback of
this idea is that some members who are not forwarding nodes will broadcast JOIN REQUESTs as well and might be
mistaken as forwarding nodes by its neighbors.

3.4 Multicast Data Forwarding

Since MANSI is a mesh-based protocol which allows forwarding nodes and members to accept data packets arriving
from any node, each data packet is assigned a unique sequencenumber when it is transmitted from the source.
The sequence numbers are checked by each forwarding node andmember node to make sure that no duplicate data
packets are rebroadcast or delivered to the application. When a nodei receives a non-duplicate data packet of group
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g, it checks whether it is currently a forwarding node of the group, i.e.,joing(i) 6= �. If so, it rebroadcasts the
packet. Otherwise, the packet is silently discarded.

3.5 Handling Mobility

In MANSI, mobility and other network dynamics are handled inherently rather than as exceptions. With the
pheromone laying/following behavior of BACKWARD ANTs and FORWARD ANTs, each path comprising the for-
warding set keeps being reinforced as long as no link on the path is broken. However, network dynamics can cause
optimal connectivity to change from time to time even thoughthe current connectivity may still be valid. With the
probabilistic nature of FORWARD ANTs to explore new paths, the multicast forwarding set should be able to evolve
into a configuration that is more efficient for the new topology.

When a link currently used by a member or a forwarding node to send JOIN REQUESTs breaks, the pheromone
table entries corresponding to that link are also removed. Therefore, all subsequent FORWARD ANTs will be redirect
to other paths, while the majority of them will take the next hop whose pheromone intensity was the second highest
before the link failure. If this next hop leads to a forwarding node of a higher height, BACKWARD ANTs will
return and update pheromone on the new path, hence reestablishing a connection to the group. However, in case
that FORWARD ANTs fail to find a new path, CORE ANNOUNCEs flooded periodically will eventually restore the
connectivity.

Although MANSI is considered a mesh-based protocol by its way of forwarding data packets, connectivity of the
forwarding set may still be fragile if the network is sparse and members are far apart from each other, especially with
the presence of mobility. To make data forwarding more effective under mobility, while maintaining good efficiency
when the network is static, we incorporate a mobility-adaptive mechanism into MANSI. With this mechanism, each
nodei keeps track of thenormalized link failure frequency, denoted bynlff(i), which reflects the dynamic condition
of the area surroundingi in terms of the number of link failures per neighbor per second. A calculation ofnlff(i) is
performed everyNLFF TIME WINDOWtime period as follows:

current nlff (i) = f
NLFF TIME WINDOW� jntab(i)j ; (6)

nlff(i) = [current nlff (i) + nlff (i)]=2; (7)

wheref is the number of link failures detected during the lastNLFF TIME WINDOWtime period. Initiallynlff(i)
is set to zero.

Each member or forwarding node then uses thisnlff to determine the stability of its surrounding area. If itsnlff
is lower than a thresholdNLFF THRESHOLD, the node will consider its area stable and join the group by sending
JOIN REQUESTs toward its best next hop as usual. Ifnlff exceeds the threshold, however, it will add another entry
for the second best next hop into its JOIN REQUESTs. Since all the neighbors are ranked by their goodness in terms
of pheromone intensities, the second best next hop can be easily determined. Formally, ifk is the best next hop fori
to join the groupg, as defined in (2), then the second best next hopk0 is defined as:k0 = argmaxn2ntab(i);n6=k Xh>heightg(i) �g(i; n; h)bestCostg(i; h) + 1 : (8)
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: A network of 50 nodes moving at 10 m/s, where membersare in black and forwarding nodes are in gray:
(a) without mobility-adaptive mechanism, and (b) with mobility-adaptive mechanism whereNLFF THRESHOLDis
0.01

Figure 8(a) illustrates the forwarding set created by MANSIwithout the mobility-adaptive mechanism for a
multicast group of three members in a network of 50 nodes, where each node is moving at 10 m/s. The group
connectivity is almost a straight line and is vulnerable to link failures. With the mobility-adaptive mechanism
enabled, most members and forwarding nodes request two of their neighbors to be in the forwarding set, as shown
in Figure 8(b), so that the group connectivity becomes more robust.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

To study the characteristics and evaluate the performance of MANSI, we have conducted simulation experiments
using the QualNet simulator [10]. Ten random networks were generated with 50 nodes uniformly distributed over a
terrain of size 1000�1000 m2. Each node was equipped with a radio transceiver which was capable of transmitting
signals up to approximately 250 meters over a 2 Mbps wirelesschannel, using the two-ray path loss model without
fading. We used IEEE 802.11DCF as the MAC layer protocol, andIP as the network layer. Since MANSI does not
rely on any unicast routing protocol, no other routing protocols were employed. For each network, a multicast groups
of 5 members was setup, where each member generated a constant bit rate (CBR) traffic at 2 packets/sec to the group
for 20 minutes. The size of data payload was 512 bytes. The MANSI parameter values used in our simulation are
shown in Table 2. Note thatNLFF THRESHOLDis used only when the mobility-adaptive mechanism is enabled.

Our first set of experiments were setup without mobility in order to study how MANSI maintains forwarding
sets in static environments. For comparison purposes, we used two baseline protocols: FLOOD and CORE, as
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Table 2: Parameter values for MANSI

HELLO INTERVAL 1 sec
ANNOUNCEINTERVAL 10 sec
ANT INTERVAL 2 sec
EXPLORELIMIT 3
DECAYINTERVAL 1 sec
DECAYINGFACTOR 0.1
NLFF THRESHOLD 0.01

Table 3: Average size of the forwarding set formed in MANSI, CORE, and FLOOD for each network

Average Size
Network

MANSI CORE FLOOD
1 7.89 9.49 50.00
2 4.00 3.67 50.00
3 4.00 4.97 50.00
4 4.46 4.68 50.00
5 6.51 8.46 50.00
6 5.52 6.25 50.00
7 6.90 7.83 50.00
8 6.04 7.46 50.00
9 5.16 7.67 50.00
10 5.02 6.95 50.00

Average 5.55 6.74 50.00

references. FLOOD is a simple flooding protocol where a data packet is rebroadcast by every node in the network.
And CORE is a generic core-based protocol that operates exactly like MANSI, but with no ants deployed, where
CORE ANNOUNCEs are periodically flooded as usual. The cost of each node was set to one, which implies that
MANSI would attempt to reduce the size of the forwarding set.

We first look at the average size of forwarding sets maintained by CORE and MANSI over time for the ten
sample networks, as shown in Figure 9. Due to random delays added to avoid packet collisions when broadcasting,
the dissemination pattern of a CORE ANNOUNCE is unpredictable when it is flooded, which causes a forwarding set
to be formed differently for each announcement. Consequently, the average size of forwarding sets keeps changing
from time to time in CORE. In contrast, forwarding sets maintained by MANSI start of at around the same size as
that of CORE but keep reducing in size during the first 200 seconds. Their size then becomes stable and stays low
most of the time as each member or forwarding node tends to join the group via a low-cost path (i.e., small hop count
in this case), whose existence was recently confirmed by BACKWARD ANTs. Although another CORE ANNOUNCE

may arrive at a member from a different node, the member will not send a JOIN REQUEST to this new node as long
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Figure 9: Average size of the forwarding set as a function of time for CORE and MANSI

as the current joining cost is low and the pheromone intensity on the link it currently uses to join the group is high.
Table 3 summarizes the sizes, averaged over the entire simulation time, of the forwarding sets maintained by

MANSI, CORE, and FLOOD on each simulated network. (FLOOD does not really maintain a forwarding set,
but the set consists of every node in the network.) The results show that in all cases, except one, MANSI yields
forwarding sets that are approximately 15%-20% smaller than those of CORE, and much smaller than FLOOD.
Since the size of the forwarding set indicates how many nodesare involved to relay a data packet from one member
to the others, this demonstrates the efficiency of MANSI in terms of data forwarding.

We have performed another set of experiments to compare the performance of MANSI, in terms of effectiveness
and efficiency, with ODMRP. ODMRP [1] is an on-demand, mesh-based multicast protocol that attempts to establish
a forwarding group—similar to a forward set in MANSI—only when a source of the group has data to send. The
nodes in the forwarding group form a mesh that connects the group members together. When a multicast source has
data to send for the first time, it broadcasts to its neighborsa JOIN QUERY packet, which is a data packet with the
query flagset. Upon receiving a non-duplicate JOIN QUERY, each node stores the upstream node ID in its routing
table and rebroadcasts the packet. When a member of the multicast group receives a JOIN QUERY, it constructs
and broadcasts a JOIN REPLY packet containing the source ID and the upstream node ID to all of its neighbors.
Upon receiving a JOIN REPLY, a node whose ID matches the upstream ID in the packet realizes that it is on the
path between the source and a member, so it becomes a forwarding node for the group by setting itsFG FLAG
(Forwarding Group Flag). It then constructs and broadcastsits own JOIN REPLY using its corresponding upstream
node ID. The broadcasting of JOIN REPLY packets therefore propagates the information from all the members back
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to the source on the reverse paths. Once the source has sent out a JOIN QUERY, it sends all subsequent data packets
normally with no query flag set. This will allow only nodes that are currently in the forwarding group to rebroadcast
these data packets, thus reducing data forwarding overhead. To deal with dynamics of the network topology and
group membership, each source floods the network with JOIN QUERYs everyREFRESHINTERVALas long as it
still has data to be sent to the group. TheFG FLAGon each node will be reset if it has not been refreshed by JOIN

REPLY for some period of time, which implies that the source has no data to send, or it is no longer needed as a
forwarding node. If nodes are equipped with GPS, a mobility prediction method can also be used to adaptively adjust
the value ofREFRESHINTERVALto suit the current mobility condition.

In this comparison, we used QualNet’s implementation of ODMRP, which followed the specification in the
Internet Draftdraft-ietf-manet-odmrp-02.txt [7] but without mobility prediction which requires GPS.
The value ofREFRESHINTERVALwas fixed at 3 seconds. Each node moved constantly with the predefined speed,
which was varied from 0 m/s to 20 m/s. The following statistics were collected and used in the comparison, where
each measurement will be shown with a 95% confidence interval:� Packet delivery ratio: The ratio of the number of non-duplicate data packets successfully delivered to the

receivers versus the number of packets supposed to be received. This metric reflects theeffectivenessof a
protocol.� Number of total packets transmitted per data packet received: The ratio of the number of data and control
packets transmitted versus the number of data packets successfully delivered to the application. HELLO
packets are also considered as packets transmitted. This measure showsefficiencyof a protocol in terms of
channel access. The lower the number, the more efficient the protocol.� Number of total bytes transmitted per data byte received: This metric is similar to the second metric
except that number of bytes is considered instead. Here, bytes transmitted include everything that is sent to
the MAC layer (i.e., IP and UDP headers, as well as HELLO packets), where data bytes received involve only
the data payloads. This metric presentsefficiencyof a protocol in terms of bandwidth utilization. Similar to
the second metric, the lower the number, the more efficient the protocol.

Figure 10 presents packet delivery ratio of the protocols atdifferent mobility speeds. MANSI without the
mobility-adaptive mechanism, denoted by MANSI-Basic, shows significant performance degradation as mobility
increases due to the fact that the forwarding set lacks redundant paths when each member and forwarding node
always requests only one of its neighbor to be part of the forwarding set. However, when the mobility-adaptive
mechanism is enabled, as denoted by MANSI-Mobile, its results are comparable with ODMRP and FLOOD. Al-
though the delivery ratio is a bit lower than that of the othertwo protocols, more than 90% of data packets can be
delivered at every mobility speed.

In terms of efficiency, both MANSI-Basic and MANSI-Mobile give significantly better performance than ODMRP
and FLOOD at low mobility in both channel access and bandwidth utilization aspects, as shown in Figure 11 and Fig-
ure 12, respectively. The reason is that every multicast sender floods JOIN QUERY packets periodically in ODMRP,
while in MANSI, only the core of the group performs periodic flooding. Moreover, ODMRP requires each member
to send a Join Reply toward each sender via the reverse path onwhich the JOIN QUERY was received, resulting
in a fairly large forwarding group, especially with high number of senders. MANSI, in contrast, has each member
establish connectivity toward the core, which keeps the number of forwarding nodes low.

Without adapting their behaviors to mobility, data forwarding characteristics of MANSI-Basic, ODMRP, and
FLOOD remain almost the same regardless of mobility speeds,where FLOOD employs the highest number of
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Figure 10: Packet delivery ratio as a function of mobility speed

forwarding nodes, and MANSI-Basic uses the least number, but suffers low packet delivery ratio under high mobility.
With its mobility-adaptive mechanism, MANSI-Mobile is shown to perform as efficiently as MANSI-Basic at low
mobility2 and as ODMRP at high mobility, while yielding consistently high packet delivery ratio for the entire range
of speeds.

5 Related Work

There have been numerous multicast routing protocols proposed for ad hoc networks. Protocols such as AM-
Route [8], AMRIS [12], and MAODV [9] are based on constructing a tree spanning all the group members, where
a node can only accept packets coming from a node with which a tree branch has been established. Since a tree
structure provides only one forwarding path between a pair of sender and receiver, group connectivity may suf-
fer from frequent topology changes in dynamic networking environments. Other protocols such as CAMP [5] and
ODMRP [1], including MANSI, employ a mesh-based approach toincrease redundancy by allowing packets to be
forwarded over more than one path, thus giving a higher chance of successful delivery.

Based on the way they establish and maintain connectivity within each multicast group, multicast protocols can
also be broadly classified as either a source-based approachor a group-shared tree/mesh approach. In a source-based
approach, a multicast tree or mesh is constructed for each sender. The construction process is usually initiated by
a sender that floods a request message to all other nodes in thenetwork so that the other members of the group

2In fact, they behave exactly the same
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Figure 11: Total packets transmitted per data packet received at the destinations as a function of mobility speed

can establish connectivity via the reverse paths. In ODMRP,each sender also exploits periodic flooding of control
packets to refresh group connectivity and handle mobility.This is suitable with dense multicast groups but yields
high overhead as the network size and the number of senders increase. In contrast, a group-shared tree/mesh ap-
proach aims to construct a tree/mesh for each multicast group, which is shared by all senders within the group. A
common technique for creating group connectivity is to designate a node in the network the role of the rendezvous
point, or the core, for each group. Each member then establishes connectivity, often via the shortest path, to the
core, which in turn connects all the group members together.For each group, one of the members, the first sender, or
any node in the network can take the role of the core. Examplesof ad hoc multicast protocols that are based on this
technique are MAODV, AMRIS, and CAMP. In contrast, in MANSI,group connectivity can be made more efficient
by having some members share common paths to the core with other members in order to further reduce the total
cost of forwarding data packets. Moreover, the forwarding cost may adopt different performance metrics for differ-
ent objectives, in general, in addition to the number of nodes used to forward data. MANSI extends a core-based
technique by adopting the metaphor of swarm intelligence tolearn a better multicast connection that yields a lower
total forwarding cost.

Swarm intelligence appears in biological swarms of certaininsect species. It gives rise to complex and of-
ten intelligent behavior through simple, unsupervised interactions between a sheer number of autonomous swarm
members. The end result is the emergence of very complex forms of social behavior which fulfill a number of
optimization objectives and other tasks. Its metaphor has been applied to many combinatorial optimization prob-
lems like the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and the quadratic assignment problem (QAP). In communications
networks, a number of routing and load balancing mechanismsbased on swarm intelligence have been proposed.
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Figure 12: Total bytes transmitted per data byte received atthe destinations as a function of mobility speed

Ant-based Control (ABC) [11] has applied swarm intelligence to achieve load balancing in telecommunications
networks. Simulated on a model of the British Telecom (BT) telephone network, ABC has been shown to result
in fewer call failures than other methods such as shortest-path routing. In [3, 4], a distributed adaptive routing for
datagram networks, called AntNet, has been described. Several variations of AntNet have been developed but all of
them rely on the same concept where forward ants are launchedtoward destinations and backward ants travel back
and update pheromone along the backward paths. The amount ofadded pheromone is proportional to the goodness
of the path measured by the forward ant. The same concept has been extended and applied to Adaptive Swarm-
based Distributed Routing (Adaptive-SDR) [6] for routing in wireless and satellite networks, which incorporates a
mechanism to cluster nodes into colonies so as to resolve thescalability issue in large networks.

We exploit the concept of forward and backward ant deployment in the MANSI protocol to provide multicast
support for ad hoc networks. Within a multicast group, each member launches a forward ant in order to find an
existing forwarding node where it can use to establish connectivity to the group with lower cost. Once such a node
is found, the forward ant turns into a backward ant and returns to its origin via the reverse path, while depositing
pheromone along the way to attract more future forward ants.To our best knowledge, no ad hoc multicast routing
protocol has been proposed to exploit the concept of swarm intelligence.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

Inspired by swarm intelligence, we have introduced an alternative approach to solving the multicast routing problem
in mobile ad hoc networks. Our protocol, called MANSI (Multicast for Ad hoc Networks with Swarm Intelligence),
is an on-demand multicast routing protocol that creates a multicast mesh shared by all the members within each
group. The protocol uses a core-based scheme, where each member initiates a request to the core node to establish
multicast connectivity with other members. Intermediate nodes who receive such a request become forwarding nodes
that are used to relay data packets from one member to the others. Unlike other core-based protocols, MANSI does
not always rely on the shortest paths between the core and themembers to establish group connectivity. Instead,
each member who is not the core periodically deploys a small packet that behaves like an ant to opportunistically
explore different paths. This exploring mechanism enablesthe protocol to discover paths that comprise a better set
of forwarding nodes yielding a lower total cost of data forwarding, where the “cost” of forwarding (nodes) can be
defined in terms of different application specific performance metrics. MANSI also incorporates a mobility-adaptive
mechanism that allows the protocol to remain effective as mobility increases. The simulation results have shown
that MANSI performs both effectively and efficiently in static or low-mobility environments, yet still effectively in
highly dynamic environments.

Research is in progress to apply MANSI with other objectivessuch as load balancing, energy conservation, and
security.
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